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CATACATAPULTPULTCATAPULT CHAMPICHAMPIONSONSCHAMPIONS

Containing both characters Hercules and 
Goliath and 12 paper balls to blast, see how 
far they can fly in the air! Get all of the family 
involved as all ages will enjoy the competing 
against each other in endless challenges.

 Easy assembly, with instructions included

 Fires paper projectiles!

 Eco-friendly: made from recyclable cardboard

 Sturdy design: guaranteed to last

 Ideal for children aged 4+

 Perfect for any room, as well as outdoor play

 Designed and manufactured in Dorset

 Single and double packs available

 CE certified

Young engineers will love this 
STEM-inspired game, where 
they will have great fun building 
the catapult themselves! Keep 
all of the family entertained for 
hours, with a 3-in-1 bonanza of 
games! Build your catapult and 
shoot through the hole, knock 
down targets, and challenge 
other players!

CATAPULT TARGET GAME

I am delighted to present our innovative  
S.T.E.M toy range from The Toy Tribe.  

With over 50 years of high-quality manutacturing 
experience, we’ve worked passionately over the 

last few years with our eco-conscious values 
strongly rooted into everything we do, to develop a 

range of plastic-free toys and crafts.  

Our aim from the start was simple - to inspire 
children and families to reduce their screen-time, 

awaken imaginations and spend some quality 
time together! 

That’s why we make sure all of our toys & crafts 
encourage time away from devices to build, play 
and learn! All whilst gaining an appreciation for 
nature, through eco-friendly materials from a 

collection that is proudly plastic-free.

James Martin 
Managing Director



Launch the marbles into action and try 
to score as many points as possible! Set 
off on the ultimate adventure by building 
your very own Dino Ball growing creative 
thinking and improve motor skills with 
this STEM-inspired game.

Bring the thrills & excitement home 
with the Dino Ball marble ball game!

MARBLE TARGET GAME

DINO DINO BALLBALLDINO BALL

 Easy to follow instructions

 STEM-Inspired game

 Perfect for dino lovers!

 Family fun activity

 No scissors or glue necessary

 Eco-Friendly: Made from recyclable card

 Ideal for children aged 4+

Launch the marbles into action and try to 
score as many points as possible! Set off 
on a magical adventure by building your 
very own Unicorn Dash, growing creative 
thinking and improve motor skills with 
this STEM-inspired game.

Bring the thrills & excitement home with 
the Unicorn Dash marble ball game!

MARBLE TARGET GAME

 Easy to follow instructions

 STEM-Inspired game

 Perfect for unicorn lovers!

 Family fun activity

 No scissors or glue necessary

 Eco-Friendly: Made from recyclable card

 Ideal for children aged 4+

UNICORN DASHUNICORN DASHUNICORN DASH



Let your child’s imagination escape to a world 
filled with dragons,princesses, knights and 
wizards with the Eco, Colour-In Castle!

BUILD AND PLAY SET

RACE TRACKRACE TRACKRACE TRACK

Enjoy hours of racing fun with the Ultimate 
Race Track! Create your own unique circuit 
by slotting together the tracks to create 
the most incredible circuit possible! With 
countless possibilities of how you can lay 
your track, just use the toy cars you have at 
home and away you go!

 STEM-Inspired game

 Use any toy car

 Create a jump!

 Easy to store

 No scissors or glue necessary

 Eco-Friendly: Made from recyclable card

 ldeal for children aged 4+

BUILD AND PLAY SET

PLAY CASTLEPLAY CASTLEPLAY CASTLE

The sturdy cardboard castle is easy to 
assemble (in less than 15minutes!), following 
the instructions provided, creating the 
perfect castle structure to begin colouring. 
Made from recyclable, reinforced double 
strength cardboard, the castle is crafted 
to ensure a robust playhouse that can 
withstand hours of playtime. Not to mention 
a sustainable solution for play, being 
designed and manufactured in Dorset.

 Easy assembly with instructions included

 Multiple Ways To Build

 Open And Close Front Door

 Encouraging Creativity With Colour-In Details

 Eco-Friendly: Made from Recyclable Cardboard

  Sturdy Design: Guaranteed to Last With Double 
Strength Cardboard

 Designed and Manufactured in Dorset

 Ideal For Children Aged 4+

 CE Certified



PACK-A-DENPACK-A-DENPACK-A-DEN

With the Pack A Den you’ve got everything you 
need to build the den of your dreams, the only 
thing you’ll need is your IMAGINATION!

  Flexible play at home den: With unique neat 
and tidy pack away design for saving space

 Three different ways to build your den

 Perfect canvas for kids creativity

 Eco-Friendly: Made from recyclable cardboard.

 Perfect for children aged 4+

 Perfect for any room, as well as outdoor play

 CE Certified

Approximate dimensions built:

 Approximate dimensions built: 1326mm X 981mm

Contents

 16x Pieces to slot together & Periscope

 1x Instructions sheet

BUILD AND PLAY SET

DIFFERENT WAYS TO BUILD YOUR NEW DEN

What will your den be? A top secret meeting place for 
spies, a pirate hideout or maybe a magical fairy castle 
for the night?

Recommended for maximum den  
space with opposite entrances. 

Dimensions  1326mm x 981mm

STRAIGHT
Designed to fit perfectly in your  

living room corner. 

Dimensions  1166mm x 1166mm

Ideal for bedrooms being the space  
saving solution with one entrance.

Dimensions  800mm x 873mm

CORNER SMALL

The Toy Tribe journey began creating toys to 
Build, Play and Learn from. Striving to use minimal 

plastic, inspire creativity and spark curiosity.

 
In our pursuit to create a sustainable planet, we 
carefully consider each step of production with 

the aim of minimizing our environmental impact, 
making play not only fun but also eco-friendly.

 
Designed, manufactured and shipped from Dorset, 

we ensure to create a positive impact on the 
environment through our products, employees  

and wider community.

Designed and 
manufactured in Dorset
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The Toy Tribe, 1 Nimrod Way, Wimborne, BH21 7SH
info@thetoytribe.co.uk  +44(0)1202 865 100

www.thetoytribe.co.uk

#TOYVOLUTION

Designed and 
manufactured in Dorset


